
Develop statistical study 

Objectius 

1. Discuss, share opinions and reach an agreement to decide a topic in order to create a
statistical study. 
2. Create and carry out an interview, using the proper statistic variables and parameters.
3. Ask questions to different people in English and organize the collected data. 
4. Place the collected data in a statistic table and apply suitable formulas properly.
5. Create statistical graphics, analyse the results obtained and draw conclusions. 
6. Make a presentation, talking in front of the class and explaining your work.

Descripció de la proposta 

Sometimes, in our environment, we are forced to take decisions. For example, imagine that in
your class you are planning to do a final course trip, but you don’t know the destiny that the
majority prefers. Another situation could be when a new sports centre is going to be built but first
best loved sports need to be identified...
In some occasions, choosing the best option requires collecting people's opinion. That is when a
statistical study is required in order to take best decisions.

Aspectes didàctics i metodològics 

Students will  choose a topic  for  their  study and the teacher  will  accept  its  suitability.  Once
statistical parameters will be explained, students will be encouraged to write their questions in
their surveys and go and ask them to people. Students will classify the collected data before
creating a proper statistical table in Excel and applying the statistical formulas. They will then
create  a  graphic  and  analyse  the  results  obtained  before  writing  their  conclusions.  Finally,
students will communicate their graphics in class in an oral exposition.

Recursos emprats 

Teacher’s input: 
1. Examples of different situations that make us need to develop a statistical study 
2. Keys to select the variables to write a proper questionnaire
3. Instructions with the steps to follow to create a statistical table in Excel
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4. Mathematical theory already given in class 

Continguts, competències i processos que es treballen de forma destacada 

1. TOPIC DECISION: The teacher will  start introducing different situations that make us
need to develop a statistical study. Students will discuss and decide what they want to
study. 

2. VARIABLES SELECTION: The teacher will  provide the keys to select the variables to
write a proper questionnaire. Students will create and write a statistic survey. 

3. DATA COLLECTION:  Students  will  collect  the  data  asking  the  questions  to  several
people. They will record some of these oral surveys in a video or an audio track. 

4. DATA ORGANIZATION: The students will  be given the instructions with  the steps to
follow to create a statistic table in Excel, so they can easily organize the data, use the
proper formulas and calculate the parameters that they are going to need. 

5. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS: To make the interpretation of results, they will need to
create different graphics, analyse them and take conclusions. 

6. THE  PRESENTATION:  With  all  that  information  obtained,  they  will  prepare  a
presentation, using a digital support. 

7. FINAL PRESENTATION: At the end, each group of students will present in front of the
class their statistical study and the results obtained.

 Alumnat a qui s’adreça especialment 

This activity has been planned for students of 3rdt year of ESO

Documents adjunts

Retrieved from “Materials didàctics del professorat GEP 2 Anglès” 
http://odissea.xtec.cat/pluginfile.php/686554/mod_page/content/35/Jordina_Bartolom
%C3%A9_Final_Project_El%20Carme_TARR.pdf

Autoria

This element has been created by Jordina Bartolomé from INS El Carme (Tarragona) as the fi-
nal project of the course GEP 2. 
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